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To all whom it may concern:
might otherwise be caused by induced cur
Be it known that I, JOSEPH JOHN O’CON rents from the circuit containing the battery;

NELL, a citizen of the United States, residing
at Chicago, in the county of Cook and State
of Illinois, have invented a certain new and
useful Improvement in Telephone-Exchange
Apparatus, (Case 7.) of which the following is
a full, clear, concise, and exact description,
reference being had to the accompanying
IO drawings, forming a part of this specification.
My invention relates to telephone-exchange
systems, and is more especially designed for
use in exchanges in which metallic telephone
circuits are employed in connection with
multiple switch-boards. In such systems it
is of importance to provide means for readily
determining at one board whether any line is
in use at any other of the boards. It is im
portant, also, that when two subscribers’ lines
are connected together their united circuit
shall be as free from resistance as possible.
In order to accomplish these results and pro
vide for receiving and answering the calls
and making the connections and disconnec
25 tions, I have devised apparatus and circuits
adapted to accomplish these desired results
in the most simple, satisfactory, and efficient
T?13, ll I} (}}'.
My invention consists, first, in a double
thimble-socket, with the different portions of
which the different sides of the limbs of the
metallic telephone-line circuits are connected,
ome of said doublethimble-sockets being pro
vided, when multiple switch-boards are em

ployed, on each board for each line; second,
in the pair of loop-plugs, one being adapted
to be inserted in the answering spring-jack
of a calling-subscriber's line, and the other
being adapted to be used as a test-plug and

to be inserted in the double thimble-socket of

the line called for; third, in providing a high
metallic circuit, so that when an instrument,
as a telephone or annunciator, shunts this
high-resistance annunciator it will be pre
vented from being operated by any of the
currents liable to be thrown upon the line;
resistance individual annunciator in each

45

fourth, in providing a condenser of consider
able capacity in a shuntaround the grounded
test-battery, to prevent disturbances which

fifth, in the key-board apparatus and circuits
therefor; sixth, in a special shelf provided at
the rear of the switch-board for supporting 55
the different sets of key-board apparatus.
The operators at the different switch-boards
are provided with pairs of loop-plugs, and in
connection with each pair a switching device
included in the flexible cords connecting the 6
corresponding terminals of the plugs, this
switching device being so constructed and ar
ranged that after the answering-plug of the
pair is inserted in an answering-jack the
operator's telephone may be first bridged
across the cords. The operator then, having
received the order for another line, will first
manipulate the key to disconnect her own
test-battery connection, and will then test the
line thus called for by applying the tip of the
other plug of the pair—that is to say, the tip
of the test-plug-to the front portion of the
Socket of the line called for. The line wanted
having been thus tested and found free, the
test-plug is inserted in the socket. Now, by 75
again manipulating the key-board-switching
device, the calling-generator is connected
with the line wanted, and preferably with
that line only, for a couple of seconds, and
immediately thereafter the calling-subscrib
er's line may also be at the same time looped
onto the generator, so that the calling-sub
scriber will know that the subscriber wanted
is being called. Now, by bringing the switch
ing device back to its first position, the two
lines are left looped together.
I preferably provide in each cord of each
pair of cords a condenser in a shunt across
the corresponding strands—that is to say, be
tween the strand connecting with the tip of
one plug and the strand connecting with the
tip of the other plug, and also between the
strand connecting with the sleeve of one plug
and the strand connecting with the sleeve of
the other plug, so that when the key is ma 95
nipulated to open the test-battery and the
two cords of a pair are disconnected as to bat
tery-circuits there may be a circuit completed
through the condenser, so as to leave both of
the telephone-lines with which connection ? ? ?
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the inner springs from the outer springs and nected with the plug thus inserted, and a bat
force the outer springs against the contacts | tery in a ground branch connected to said cir
b" b", thereby again connecting the outer cuit connected with the plug, whereby the
springs each with its proximate intermediate individual annunciator is shunted when the
Spring.
plug is inserted, while at the same time the
15. A switch-board provided with switches ground branch containing the battery is con
for the different telephone-lines connected nected with the line to put the line in Con
therewith and pairs of plugs and cords, said dition to indicate the busy-test.
plugs normally resting upon a shelf or sup- 18. The combination of two metallic-cir
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port in front of the board, and a switching cuit telephone-lines, each having the differ
device in connection with each pair of plugs ent sides thereof connected with a different
and cords, said switching device being mount- portion of each of its metallic sockets on the
ed upon a shelf provided at the rear of the different switch-boards, one of said lines af
board, substantially as and for the purpose ter passing through its different sockets ex
specified.
tending to an answering spring-jack switch,
16. A switch-board consisting of an upright | a pair of loop-plugs and their double-stranded
portion in which are placed the switches for cords, the answering-plug of the pair being
the telephone-lines, a shelf or support at the inserted in the said answering Spring-jack,
rear of the board which supports the key- and the other plug of the pair being inserted 55
board switching devices, said switching de- in the socket of the other line on the same
vices being each provided with a rod or han- board to loop the two telephone-lines together
dle extending to the front of the board, and in metallic circuit.
pairs of plugs and cords also accessible from 19. In a switching device, the combination,
the front of the board, substantially as and with the connecting-springs bºb”, of rollers bº ??
for the purpose specified.
b' provided thereon, and a wedge having a
17. The combination, with a metallic-cir- considerable angle to the direction of Said
cuit telephone-line having its different sides springs, adapted to be inserted between said
connected each with different corresponding rollers to separate said springs, substantially
parts of different connecting sockets, the as and for the purpose specified.
In witness whereof I hereunto subscribe
30 sockets being distributed on different boards,
of a high-resistance individual annunciator my name this 26th day of September, A. D.
permanently included in said telephone-line, 1889.
and a loop - plug at each of the boards, the
JOSEPH JOHN O'CONNELL.
plug at any board being adapted to be in- Witnesses:

]O

35 serted in the socket of the line at the same

board, to loop the said line with a circuit con-

GEORGE P. BARTON,

ELLA EDLER.

